
 The Professionals' Choice

To order contact Dave on 07914 166590, Email sales@jthmproducts.co.uk

All prices include VAT
B224 Machine Dish Wash.89047 Pink Pearlised Hand Wash. 06075 Cleaner & Sanitiser.

A general purpose 
machine dishwash 
liquid suitable for 
use in most hard and 
soft water areas.

General purpose 
QAP 30 
concentrated  
disinfectant 
exhibiting a broad 
spectrum action.

J903 Pine Disinfectant.A107 Pine Floor Gel. J908 Lemon Disinfectant.

General purpose 
QAP 30 disinfectant 
for general use and 
for spray 
application for 
odour control.
Bright yellow clear 
liquid.

A superior pine floor 
gel. Our pine floor gel 
exclusively uses pine 
oil of the very highest 
quality available which 
significantly enhances 
the cleaning power as 
well as imparting a 
clean and natural 
residual smell.

A low foam rinse aid 
formulated to reduce 
the surface tension 
of water to provide 
an enhanced drying 
of crockery, cutlery 
and glasses.

97098 General Purpose Cleaner.

For use in restaurant 
food preparation and 
all food contact 
areas where a 
powerful degreasing 
and sanitising action 
is required. Supplied 
in handy 1ltr trigger 
spray packs and 5L 
refill containers.

A very versatile 
cleaner for bar tops 
and most hard 
surfaces such as 
walls, floors, 
laminate and 
paintwork.
Supplied in handy 
1ltr trigger spray 
packs and 5L refill 
containers.

02035 Dishwash Rinse-aid.97099 Kitchen Surface Cleaner.

A highly 
concentrated  
lightly perfumed 
detergent cleaner 
that is ideal for 
manual 
dishwashing.

  A viscous green clear 
  liquid.

97100 Glass Cleaner.

Highly concentrated 
and exceptionally 
versatile cleaner that 
is one of the very few 
products that can 
clean heavily 
trafficked Altro floors. 
Safe to use on just 
about every surface 
imaginable this 
cleaner is caustic free 
and highly dilutable.

A highly effective 
cleaner for all 
glass,mirror and tile 
surfaces.
Can be used neat or 
diluted. A fast 
evaporating liquid 
with rapid cleaning 
capabilities that 
leave surfaces clean 
and streak free.

D411 Washing Up Detergent.B209 Super Concentrate Cleaner.

A powerful cleaner 
and sanitiser 
independently 
tested to EN 13697 
& EN 13727 
(against MRSA).
Ideal for use in 
nursing homes, 
surgeries etc. 

An extremely high 
quality luxury lotion 
that is not to be 
confused with lesser 
products 
Delicately fragranced 
and formulated using 
carefully selected skin 
care ingredients this 
liquid soap is ideal in 
washroom and shower 
environments.
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